
Fact Check (01) 

 Board Eblast Posting 3 Sep 21 (Board Communication): BOD response is italicized, verbatim 

Fact Check 1: The Board invites all members to email questions to the appropriate Board, 

committee chair or staff member as that is the best avenue to receive an answer. The SLW 

Facebook page is not a Board venue and is not moderated by the Board. The members can 

also speak at the Members’ Forum portion of the Board meeting and their questions will be 

responded to in writing if it has not been answered during the meeting or through one of the 

reports. In addition, the monthly Chat with Pat allows members to have a discussion in an 

informal setting. Issues raised at that session that need to be addressed are given to the 

appropriate staff, committee, or Board member for follow up. 

 

Reality: The August 2021 meeting is the first time that the BOD has publicly responded to 

questions raised by members, and that response was contrived and sent out via e-blast on the 3rd 

of Sep 2021.  Prior to the August meeting, questions went unanswered/ignored before or after the 

meeting.  If community forum statements/questions were addressed by the Board, they were to 

refute member input, while denying the member the opportunity to respond.  Without a message 

Board to post retorts, or the ability to respond at the meeting, the Board has effectively silenced 

any dissent/dialogue on issues. In fact, in a personal example, a staff member attempted to 

answer a question via email, and President Zlotin’s response was to chastise that staff member 

for the outreach and tell her that ‘she was not expected to answer Mr. Shepard’s question’.  

 

The Facebook statement is absurd. Facebook has been utilized by the Board on numerous 

occasions as the primary venue to make announcements. A couple of recent examples, among 

many, include the announcement of Mack’s passing, which was made first on Facebook by 

President Zlotin; as well as the announcement for the return to ‘face-to-face’ meetings at the 

Community Center, also posted by President Zlotin. Facebook is, and has clearly been, a Board 

venue and is moderated by Board loyalists; including the spouse of a Board member.   

 

Issues raised at ‘Chat with Pat’ may be passed on but until this recent E-blast have similarly been 

ignored. Further there has been no public record made of any of the comments or issues raised at 

the Chat with Pat. It is largely a ‘symbolic’ gesture of openness, but lacking in substance. In 

addition, despite their ‘first’ effort to respond to questions asked in the August 2021 Board 

meeting, the Board has generally failed to solicit, or accept, public input; avoids meaningful 

discussions; does not provide the reasoning for individual Director votes; and engages in one-

way communication by using the e-blast but avoiding any opportunity for opposing 

views/rebuttals.  

 

Bottom Line: The Board does not communicate well and transparency is severely lacking.  

Active dialogue is discouraged and the only medium for it, albeit with a limited audience, was 

the message Board, which was shut down by the Board.  

 

Fact Check 2: Ron Shepard asked why the back gate mail house option was not being 

pursued. Response from Shane Flint, Infrastructure Chair: One of the more substantial 



projects in terms of immediate need for the community that the Infrastructure Committee is 

currency focusing on is a project to provide enough mailboxes to accommodate future build 

out of the community. 

 

Reality: At the July Board meeting Director Lois Anne Eisel announced that the back gate mail 

house was eliminated from further consideration with zero opportunity for input from the 

community members. 

 

Infrastructure Committee Chairman Shane Flint’s recent response comes well after that 

announcement. His response contains explanations for that decision, covering various aspects of 

the need for additional mailboxes. The explanations do not appear to be unreasonable. However, 

arguments can be made in opposition to each explanation.  

 

The project to expand the number of mailboxes is of significant interest to the community, as is 

the Johnson’s Point expansion and a number of other issues that have a long history of planning 

and discussion, will have long-term effects upon SLW, and include significant costs.  Based 

upon these factors, there should have been ongoing progress reports with opportunities for 

community input. This is one more example of the Board neglecting their duty to communicate, 

while making decisions behind closed doors.  

 

Bottom Line: The community ought to have an opportunity to provide input on major projects 

that will require significant resources and impact the community for the long-term.  It is entirely 

possible that the community at large may have a good idea or two to share; especially given the 

background, education and experience of many in the community. 


